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In addition to the guillotines, many of these locations also boast â€œcorpse processing facilitiesâ€ which includes large numbers of the same type of incinerators which were ordered
in large numbers under the cover of the covid-19 pandemic. According to this source, there are literally thousands of incineration ovens positioned across America, ready to process
the bodies after they are decapitated.Â If we fail to fight back â€” or end up paralyzed by a twisted desire to obediently conform to the sniveling social media mob â€” we all end up in
Nazi-style FEMA camps where we will be literally beheaded by drooling left-wing fanatics who have been brainwashed into believing they are â€œfighting fascism,â€ even as they
are the authoritarian fascists themselves. These are recommendation lists which contains A Sequel for the Villainess?. You should give them a visit if you're looking for similar novels
to read. Alternatively, you can also create your own list.Â Also, the chapters are long because the characters dialogue are so frickin long just to explain something either necessary
or unnecessary but mostly unnecessary information to the reader or the idiot capturable targets and heroine. Ugh. Just, Ugh. The royalists described were not reactionary, absolutist
extremists but pragmatic, moderate men who were not so different in temperament or background from the vast majority of those who decided to side with, or were forced by
circumstances to side with, Parliament and its army. The essays force us to think beyond the simplistic dichotomy between royalist 'absolutists' and 'constitutionalists' and suggest
instead that allegiances were much more fluid and contingent than has hitherto been recognized. This is a major contribution to the political and intellectual history of t...Â Book
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